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ABSTRACT

Author Timo Aila
Title Efficient Algorithms for Occlusion Culling and Shadows

The goal of this research is to develop more efficient techniques for com-
puting the visibility and shadows in real-time rendering of three-dimensional
scenes. Visibility algorithms determine what is visible from a camera,
whereas shadow algorithms solve the same problem from the viewpoint of
a light source.

In rendering, a lot of computational resources are often spent on prim-
itives that are not visible in the final image. One visibility algorithm for
reducing the overhead is occlusion culling, which quickly discards the ob-
jects or primitives that are obstructed from the view by other primitives. A
new method is presented for performing occlusion culling using silhouettes
of meshes instead of triangles. Additionally, modifications are suggested to
occlusion queries in order to reduce their computational overhead.

The performance of currently available graphics hardware depends on
the ordering of input primitives. A new technique, called delay streams,
is proposed as a generic solution to order-dependent problems. The tech-
nique significantly reduces the pixel processing requirements by improving
the efficiency of occlusion culling inside graphics hardware. Addition-
ally, the memory requirements of order-independent transparency algo-
rithms are reduced.

A shadow map is a discretized representation of the scene geometry as
seen by a light source. Typically the discretization causes difficult aliasing
issues, such as jagged shadow boundaries and incorrect self-shadowing. A
novel solution is presented for suppressing all types of aliasing artifacts by
providing the correct sampling points for shadow maps, thus fully aban-
doning the previously used regular structures. Also, a simple technique
is introduced for limiting the shadow map lookups to the pixels that get
projected inside the shadow map.

The fillrate problem of hardware-accelerated shadow volumes is greatly
reduced with a new hierarchical rendering technique. The algorithm per-
forms per-pixel shadow computations only at visible shadow boundaries, and
uses lower resolution shadows for the parts of the screen that are guaranteed
to be either fully lit or fully in shadow.

The proposed techniques are expected to improve the rendering per-
formance in most real-time applications that use 3D graphics, especially in
computer games. More efficient algorithms for occlusion culling and shad-
ows are important steps towards larger, more realistic virtual environments.

UDC 004.925, 004.383.5
Keywords computer graphics, shadow algorithms, occlusion

culling, 3D graphics hardware, order-independent
transparency
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1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis relates to computer graphics and particularly to rendering, which
is the process of synthesizing images from a description of a virtual scene.
The description typically includes at least surfaces of objects, light sources,
and material properties that describe how the surfaces reflect light. Model-
ing is the process of creating this description, and rendering generates the
final image by simulating the behavior of light in the environment.

There are few, if any, scenes that cannot be satisfactorily rendered if an
unbounded amount of processing time is available. A high-fidelity simu-
lation of indirect illumination currently leads to rendering times of several
hours or days per frame, which can be prohibitive even in movie produc-
tion. Therefore, numerous approximations need to be made for real-time
applications that require rendering of at least 25 frames per second. The
difference in realism is easily observed by comparing almost photorealis-
tic computer-generated feature films against significantly less convincing
computer games. Major shortcomings in real-time applications include
simplistic, plastic-like appearance of materials, the lack of optical effects
such as motion blur and depth of field, and the commonly used light-
ing models that omit not only the indirect illumination but often also the
shadows of direct illumination.

Currently most efforts in rendering research are concentrated in finding
faster methods for producing high-fidelity images, the ultimate goal being
photorealistic real-time rendering. Even if this goal approaches steadily due
to technological advances, the progress can be greatly sped up by develop-
ing algorithms that use the available computational power as efficiently as
possible. This thesis proposes new methods for improving the performance
of the rendering process without compromising image quality.

1.1 Scope of This Thesis

The primary topic of this thesis is improving the performance of shadow gen-
eration from infinitesimal light sources that create perfectly sharp shadow
boundaries. While such light sources do not exist in the real world, they
provide a convenient intermediate step between having no shadows and
computationally more demanding accurate soft shadows from area light
sources. Furthermore, most algorithms for computing soft shadows are
based on the techniques designed for infinitesimal light sources, and thus
inherit their performance and quality characteristics.

The secondary topic of this thesis is visibility algorithms, and in partic-
ular occlusion culling, which quickly identifies the set of rendering prim-
itives that are not obstructed from the view by other primitives. Visibility
and shadow algorithms are semantically similar, as the first one determines
what is visible from a camera while the latter solves the same problem from
the point of view of a light source.

This thesis is based on five publications [P1–P5] that propose new,
more efficient algorithms for occlusion culling and shadows. Figure 1.1

EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR OCCLUSION CULLING AND SHADOWS 11



Spatial databases [P3]
Shadow algorithms

Visibility algorithms

View frustum culling

Backface culling

Occlusion culling [P1,P3]

Shadow rays [P5]

Shadow volumes [P2]

Shadow maps [P4,P5]

Graphics hardware [P1]

Order-independent
transparency [P1]

Figure 1.1: The publications [P1–P5] propose improved algorithms for
shadows and visibility. In general, both visibility and shadow algorithms
use a spatial database for hierarchical processing of the scene, and utilize
graphics hardware for performing a part of the computations.

illustrates the positioning of the publications. The techniques target real-
time applications with moving objects or otherwise time-varying scenes.
In such applications, visibility and shadows need to be updated dynami-
cally to correctly account for changes in the viewing parameters and the
environment.

1.2 Visibility Algorithms

Virtually all real-time rendering systems determine the visible surfaces by
using the Z-buffer algorithm [17]. Unfortunately, Z-buffering has two major
weaknesses. First, it fails to blend semi-transparent surfaces in the correct or-
der unless the application has pre-sorted them. Methods that generalize the
Z-buffer to semi-transparent surfaces are referred to as order-independent
transparency algorithms. The second problem is one of performance: all
primitives of a scene are always processed, even if only a small part of the
scene is visible at a time.

The processing of a scene can be optimized in several ways. View
frustum culling discards primitives that are outside the view frustum. Hi-
erarchical versions [24] avoid performing a separate test for each primitive.
Often planar primitives are visible only from one side, and backface culling
removes primitives that face away from the camera. Occlusion culling com-
plements the other culling methods by quickly removing primitives or entire
objects that are obstructed from the view by other primitives. Figure 1.2
illustrates the efficiency of occlusion culling in a large city environment.

For hierarchical variants of view frustum and occlusion culling the
objects of the scene need to be organized into a hierarchy [77]. This thesis
refers to such spatial data structures as spatial databases. The database is
typically traversed in an approximate front-to-back order to maximize the
efficiency of Z-buffer processing and occlusion culling.
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a) b)

Figure 1.2: The goal of occlusion culling is to minimize the rendering
time of a frame by finding a tight superset of the visible objects as quickly as
possible. The top image shows a third person view of an urban environment
intersected by a view frustum. The bottom row images are wireframe
renderings from the marked viewpoint. a) Without occlusion culling. b)
With occlusion culling enabled. In this case occlusion culling reduces the
rendering workload approximately hundred-fold.

1.3 Shadow Algorithms

Until recently, almost all real-time applications have computed the contri-
bution of a light source according to a grossly simplistic assumption that the
line-of-sight between the point to be shaded and the light source is never
blocked. If this assumption is made, the illumination computations are
trivial, and depend only on the properties of the point and the light source.
However, the presence of shadows is valuable because they reveal infor-
mation about the spatial relationships of objects and increase the level of
realism. Figure 1.3 illustrates one possible ambiguity if shadows are omitted
from a picture.

EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR OCCLUSION CULLING AND SHADOWS 13



a) b) c)

Figure 1.3: Shadows convey valuable information about spatial relation-
ships of objects. Without shadows the two configurations a) and b) would
look identical, c).

The geometric interpretation of shadow generation is simple, and was
already known 500 years ago, as demonstrated in Figure 1.4. Unfortunately,
determining if a light source is visible from a given point may involve a large
number of other objects, and is therefore computationally demanding. The
primary obstacle for including shadows into real-time applications has been
the lack of sufficient computing power. Another, partially overlapping
reason is that most shadow generation algorithms perform a lot of redundant
computations.

Figure 1.4: An early study of shadows from the school of Leonardo da Vinci
(Manuscript Codex Huygens). If one end of a long pen is mounted at the
light source (candle) and the silhouettes of the objects are traced with the
pen, the far end of the pen draws the shadow boundaries to the walls.
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Figure 1.5: Flowchart of a modern graphics processing unit.

1.4 Relationship of Visibility and Shadow Algorithms

As visibility and shadow algorithms solve the same problem from different
viewpoints, they are generally inter-exchangeable. In fact, some visibility
algorithms have been directly applied to shadow generation [17, 91, 5, 90]
and vice versa [28, 51]. However, shadows need to be computed only for the
parts of surfaces that are visible from the camera. Thus shadow generation
can be optimized by first solving the visibility from the camera, and then
limiting the shadow tests to the visible samples.

Typically the visible samples of the output image are spaced irregularly
when viewed from the light source. The light-space sampling points used
in shadow computations should correspond exactly to these visible samples.
If this requirement is not met, difficult aliasing problems arise because the
results are computed at slightly incorrect positions. Nevertheless, algorithms
that discretize the light space using a regular grid are widely used due to
their simplicity [91].

1.5 Graphics Hardware

Virtually all real-time rendering is performed using specialized graphics
processing units (GPUs). Figure 1.5 shows a simplified flowchart of a mod-
ern GPU. The input typically consists of vertex parameters and connectivity
information. The vertex shader is a programmable unit that computes
the transformed vertex positions, and optionally other attributes such as
non-shadowed direct lighting. The primitive assembly creates triangles by
connecting vertices. The low-resolution rasterizer finds the N ×M pixel
tiles that are at least partially covered by the triangle [42]. The early occlu-
sion test [69] performs tile-specific optimizations. Typically the minimum
(Zmin) [4] and maximum (Zmax) [69] depth values are maintained for each
tile. If the part of the input triangle that overlaps the tile is behind Zmax,
further processing inside the tile can be skipped, and if the triangle is in
front of Zmin, per-pixel depth values do not need to be tested. These opti-
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mizations cannot be applied in certain special cases, e.g., when particular
stencil buffer operations [73] are enabled or when the depth values of the
input triangle are modified by the subsequent units. The per-pixel raster-
izer enumerates the pixels that need to be processed. The pixel shader is a
programmable unit that computes the color, and possibly other attributes
for each pixel. Modern GPUs have a number of vertex and pixel shader
units executing in parallel. In many applications the overall performance is
limited by the number of processed pixels and the related communication
to external video memory.

An important characteristic of a typical GPU is that the input triangles
are not reordered during the pipeline. This greatly simplifies the design but
also causes a number of drawbacks. For example, the efficiency of Zmin and
Zmax optimizations depend on the ordering of the input primitives. Also,
the semi-transparent primitives are rendered incorrectly unless they are
submitted in a strict back-to-front order by the application.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the
related research on occlusion culling and shadow algorithms. Chapters 3
and 4 present the new contributions to occlusion culling and shadow algo-
rithms, respectively. The concept of delay streams is explained in Chap-
ter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of the thesis and the author’s
contributions.
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2 RELATED RESEARCH

This chapter reviews related work on occlusion culling in dynamic scenes,
and on shadow algorithms that assume point-like light sources creating sharp
shadow boundaries. Techniques for producing soft shadows are discussed
only as extensions of hard shadow algorithms. Several surveys are available
on visibility determination [33, 3, 25] and shadow computation [97, 44, 46].

2.1 Visibility and Occlusion

A number of occlusion culling systems have been proposed for the limited
case of urban environments [94]. These systems reduce the visibility prob-
lem into a two-dimensional sub-problem by assuming that buildings are
essentially boxes with different heights.

Airey et al. [1] and Teller and Séquin [87] propose subdividing the scene
into cells connected by portals. The subdivision is particularly well suited
for indoor scenes, where the cells correspond to rooms and the portals to
doors and windows. Haumont et al. [47] and Lefebvre and Hornus [58]
describe methods for constructing cells and portals automatically from a
scene description.

Several object-space visibility algorithms have been described for static
scenes [33, 25]. Extending these methods to dynamic scenes is challenging,
and thus we concentrate on image-space techniques.

Image-space hierarchies and graphics hardware
Greene and Kass [43] reduce the number of per-pixel depth comparisons
by organizing the depth buffer into a hierarchy. Due to the challenges in
maintaining a full hierarchy in graphics hardware, several simplified designs
have been proposed. Xie and Shantz [99] update the hierarchy only a few
times per frame according to a heuristic. Morein [69] describes an archi-
tecture that incorporates a two-level depth pyramid and adds an occlusion
test stage into the traditional rendering pipeline. In addition to memory
bandwidth optimizations, parts of the incoming triangles can be culled be-
fore rasterization. The early depth rejection works best when the input
primitives arrive in an approximate front-to-back order. Publication [P1]
deals with the issue of order dependency.

An alternative technique for reducing pixel shading work is to render the
scene twice: the first pass constructs the depth buffer and the second applies
shading for the visible pixels [30]. Meißner et al. [67] perform two-pass
visibility driven rasterization by first marking the tiles that are fully hidden
and then skipping the subsequent rasterization to those tiles. PowerVR [75]
captures the geometry of the entire frame, and uses tile-based rendering with
internal buffers. This reduces the memory bandwidth requirements but the
limited amount of video memory makes capturing large scenes impractical.
Occlusion culling is implemented by using on-chip sorting, and thus the
culling efficiency is not affected by the ordering of input primitives.
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PixelFlow [68] and Talisman [88] composite the final image from mul-
tiple layers. Occlusion culling is difficult to address efficiently in these
architectures. SaarCOR [79, 80] determines the visible surfaces using ray
casting [5], and performs occlusion culling implicitly.

Occlusion queries
Greene and Kass [43] represent the scene as an octree [38] that provides
an approximate front-to-back traversal. During the traversal, an occlusion
query is performed for each octree node. If a node is hidden, neither it
nor its children need further processing. Typically a front-to-back traversal
of a spatial database requires hundreds or even thousands of queries every
frame [57, 49]. This imposes unwanted synchronization between the CPU
that traverses the database and the GPU that executes the occlusion queries.

Direct3D [32] and OpenGL [73] are the dominant application pro-
gramming interfaces for real-time rendering. Bartz et al. [9] discuss ex-
tending OpenGL to handle occlusion queries, and the queries are now
implemented in commodity graphics hardware. The present semantics in
Direct3D [32] and OpenGL [27] require returning the number of visible
pixels, and thus the implementations cannot early-exit when the first visible
pixel is found. This results in unnecessarily large pixel processing require-
ments and decreased performance in applications that need only a binary
result.

Bittner et al. [12] reduce the number of occlusion queries by always
rendering the objects that were visible in the previous frame. Occlusion
queries are issued only for the nodes where the previous database traversal
terminated. Furthermore, the result of a query is waited for only if the
node was hidden in the previous frame. Otherwise the result is used during
the next frame. These techniques greatly reduce the number of pixels
processed by the queries and the synchronization issues between the CPU
and the GPU.

In occlusion culling, the word conservative refers to an approximation
that never causes rendering artifacts. Zhang et al. [100] note that an oc-
clusion query can be split into two sub-tests: one for coverage and one for
depth. The result of an occlusion query is conservatively correct, as long
as the coverage test is performed at full resolution. Their lower resolu-
tion depth test uses a depth estimation buffer, which stores a conservative
Zmax for a tile of pixels.

Occlusion culling systems
Zhang et al. [100] classify a subset of objects as prominent occluders during
a preprocessing stage. The occluders are then used for culling other objects
at runtime. Although the results are convincing, the static occluder classi-
fication may fail to block some lines-of-sight, especially in dynamic scenes,
and the performance degrades.

Klosowski and Silva [56] render an approximation of a static scene using
a fixed budget of resources. They subdivide the scene into convex cells as
a preprocess, and compute a solidity estimate for each cell. At runtime,
the cells are rendered in the order of decreasing importance, so that the
importance of a cell is estimated from the accumulated solidity values of
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the corresponding screen-projection area. A simple extension [57] finds the
rest of the visible objects by using hardware occlusion queries.

Baxter et al. [10] describe a two-GPU occlusion culling system for inter-
active walkthroughs in complex environments. The first GPU generates a
Z-buffer for occlusion culling purposes, and the second GPU performs the
actual rendering once the visible objects have been determined. Govin-
daraju et al. [40] present a three-GPU culling system. The first GPU exe-
cutes occlusion queries for the current frame, and passes the visible objects
to the other two GPUs. The second GPU renders the visible objects, and
the third GPU uses them to generate a Z-buffer for the next frame. In order
to avoid transferring the Z-buffer, the first and third GPUs switch functions
every frame. Impressive results are shown in complex environments. Both
systems increase the latency of rendering a frame, and dynamic updates to
the spatial database are not considered.

Wonka et al. [95] compute the visibility simultaneously from multiple
viewpoints by shrinking the occluders sufficiently. Their results for large
scenes are impressive but the approach does not lend itself easily to dynamic
environments due to the required preprocessing. Publication [P3] describes
a generic occlusion culling system for dynamic scenes.

Order-independent transparency
In order to generalize Z-buffering [17] to semi-transparent surfaces, the A-
buffer algorithm [16, 78, 54] stores all visible surfaces for each pixel. The
final color of a pixel is computed by first sorting the surfaces according
to increasing depth and then blending them from back to front. Alterna-
tively, Painter’s algorithm [70] can be used for ordering the semi-transparent
surfaces.

Mammen [62], Diefenbach [31], and more recently Everitt [34] de-
scribe multi-pass algorithms that peel semi-transparent layers one at a time,
and blend them to the frame buffer. Two depth buffers are used con-
currently for determining the farthest unprocessed semi-transparent surface
for each pixel. The process is repeated until all semi-transparent surfaces
have been blended. Order-independent transparency is computed correctly
since the per-pixel sorting is performed implicitly using selection sort. Wit-
tenbrink [93] proposes performing the peeling operation fully in hardware.
All visible samples of semi-transparent surfaces are first stored into a separate
ring buffer, and then peeled to the frame buffer. Publication [P1] reduces
the memory requirements of Wittenbrink’s approach.

2.2 Shadow Volumes

Shadow volumes [28] define regions of space that are in shadow with respect
to an infinitesimal light source. A shadow volume consists of three parts.
The light cap is the shadow casting object itself, and the dark cap closes
the far end of the shadow volume beyond the attenuation range of the light
source. The side quads that are extruded from the silhouette edges of the
shadow caster connect the two caps into a closed volume. See Figure 2.1
for an illustration.

Several authors [20, 84, 23] have described object-space techniques for
clipping the shadow receivers into lit and shadowed parts. Image-space
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Light 
source

Shadow caster 
= Light cap

Extruded
side quads

Dark cap

Figure 2.1: A shadow volume consists of a light cap, extruded side quads,
and a dark cap. Together these parts bound a closed volume, which is in
shadow with respect to the light source.

methods [37] avoid the clipping by computing the shadows directly to the
frame buffer. Such algorithms need to determine if a three-dimensional
point p is inside a shadow volume. Let s denote a reference point that is
guaranteed to be outside the shadow volume, and then count how many
times the line segment from s to p enters and exits the shadow volume. If
the number of entry events is larger than the number of exit events, p is
in shadow. Heidmann’s Z-pass method places the reference point at the
camera position [48], and is therefore limited to cases when the viewport is
fully outside shadow volumes.

Figure 2.2 illustrates a robust variant (Z-fail), which sets s to be infinitely
far behind the pixel as seen from the camera [35]. Infinity is a practical
choice because it is never inside a shadow volume. All events along the
line segment need to be counted, and thus the shadow volumes cannot
be clipped to the far plane of the view frustum. Everitt and Kilgard [35]
present two solutions for avoiding the clipping.

In practice, Z-fail shadow volumes are rendered into the stencil
buffer [73] so that hidden pixels of the frontfacing and backfacing trian-
gles decrement and increment the stencil values, respectively [35]. This
creates a shadow mask in the stencil buffer, where values greater than zero
indicate that a pixel is in shadow. Finally, the scene is rendered with full
lighting, and the per-pixel shadow terms are fetched from the stencil buffer.

Shadow volumes are quite simple to implement and map well to ras-
terization architectures. Also, the algorithm does not suffer from aliasing
artifacts due to its geometric nature. However, even relatively small objects
often create shadow volumes that cover a large area on the screen. As a
result, the number of processed pixels and the related bandwidth to video
memory becomes a serious performance bottleneck. This fillrate problem
is addressed in publication [P2].

Shadow volume optimizations
Nvidia’s extension [72] allows the application to define the minimum and
maximum depth values for a shadow volume. The entire rasterized shadow
volume has to be inside the defined depth bounds. Then, the rasterization
of the shadow volume can be limited to the pixels whose Z-buffer values are
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Camera
Reference point (s)

Visible samples/pixels (p)

View frustum
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Shadow volume

Figure 2.2: A robust hardware accelerated version of the shadow volume
algorithm places the non-shadowed reference point to infinitely far behind
the pixel as seen from camera. The entry (+) and exit (−) events are then
counted along the line segment from the reference point to the pixel. All
events must be considered, and thus far clipping of shadow volumes needs
to be disabled.

inside the bounds, as demonstrated in Figure 2.3. Depth bounds testing
is effective when the shadow volume is approximately perpendicular to the
viewing direction. However, with other orientations the bounds may cover
a major part of the scene, and the efficiency degrades. Also, the testing does
not accelerate the rendering of shadowed regions. In some applications,
the bounds can be made tighter by clamping them to the scene geometry,
e.g., walls of a room.

Lengyel [59] defines a scissor rectangle so that rasterization work is
limited to the parts of the screen that are inside the attenuation range of a
light source. Lloyd et al. [60] rasterize shadow volumes only to the regions
of space that contain shadow receivers. They also use occlusion queries to
avoid casting shadows from objects that are entirely in shadow. McGuire
et al. [66] present an algorithm for creating the dark cap with a minimum
number of triangles. The Z-pass algorithm does not need capping unless

Camera

min max

Shadow volume Visible pixels

Figure 2.3: Depth bounds allow an application to define the minimum and
maximum depth values for a shadow volume. The rasterized shadow vol-
ume can affect only the shadow receivers that are inside the depth bounds,
and thus the shadow volume rasterization can be limited to pixels whose
depth values are inside the bounds (marked with light gray).
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the shadow volume intersects the viewport [35], and thus it can be faster to
use Z-fail only for the shadow volumes that may intersect the viewport. A
two-sided stencil test [35] halves the geometry processing requirements of
shadow volumes.

Generalizations of shadow volumes
Bergeron [11] extends shadow volumes to non-closed meshes. Brotman
and Badler [15] compute soft shadows by representing an area light source
using a number of point lights. Nishita and Nakamae [71] and Chin and
Feiner [21] construct separate volumes for the umbra and penumbra, i.e.,
full shadow and partial shadow. Soft shadows are then computed analytically
for pixels inside the penumbra region. Tanaka and Takahashi [86] present
efficient algorithms for culling the objects that do not affect the shadow
term of a given point.

A penumbra wedge [2] is the bounding volume of the penumbra region
defined by a silhouette edge of an occluder. Thus the shadow term of a
point can be affected by an edge only if the point is inside the correspond-
ing wedge. Assarsson and Akenine-Möller [8] use penumbra wedges, and
generate approximate soft shadows in real-time.

2.3 Shadow Maps

Shadow mapping [91, 81] generates a depth buffer from the point of view
of a light source. This image, called a shadow map, is a discretized rep-
resentation of the scene geometry as seen by the light source. A pixel is
in shadow if its projection to the image plane of the light source is behind
the corresponding depth value in the shadow map, Figure 2.4. The funda-
mental caveat is that a regular shadow map does not, in general, contain
information that corresponds to the visible samples of the output image.
This results in aliasing artifacts, such as jagged shadow boundaries and in-
correct self-shadowing. An obvious solution is to increase the shadow map
resolution until the artifacts disappear, but often this results in excessive
memory consumption and high computational requirements. Publication
[P5] presents a novel solution to this problem.

A single shadow map can cover a limited field of view, and multiple
shadow maps are required for omni-directional light sources that are inside
or near the view frustum. Typically the shadow map lookups are performed
for each pixel of the rendered image, even if only a fraction of the pixels
gets projected inside a particular shadow map. For example, the floor of a
room is often represented as a single object; yet only a part of it is generally
affected by a single shadow map. Publication [P4] presents a solution to
this performance issue.

Resolution mismatch with shadow maps
The resolution mismatch between an output image and a shadow map
has been studied by several authors. Brabec and Seidel [13] shrink the
frustum of the light source to tightly enclose the visible part of the view
frustum. Fernando et al. [36] and Arvo [6] divide the shadow map area
adaptively. The resolution of the shadow map is increased in the vicinity of
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a) b)

Figure 2.4: a) A simple scene rendered with shadows. The black dots are
the sampling points. b) The corresponding shadow map is color-coded so
that darker colors are closer to the light source. A sampling point in (a) is
in shadow if its projection to the image plane of the light source is behind
the corresponding shadow map depth value.

depth discontinuities, and in the areas where the resolution of the output
image exceeds the resolution of the shadow map. Sen et al. [82] augment
shadow maps with silhouettes of shadow casting objects. The proposed
implementation is limited to scenes that have low tessellation because only
one silhouette vertex is stored per pixel. In more complex scenes, the
approximation leads to artifacts.

Stamminger and Drettakis [85] generate shadow maps in post-
perspective space, i.e., after the projection to the view frustum. This per-
spective shadow mapping improves the shadow quality in many scenes.
Special treatment is needed to ensure that all shadow casting objects are
taken into account. Wimmer et al. [92] further improve the quality by
performing a perspective transformation in light space. Their method also
avoids singularities and special cases of perspective shadow maps. Martin
and Tan [63] present a rather similar method, which approximates the view
frustum using a trapezoid, and then warps the trapezoid into a shadow map.
Chong and Gortler [22] show how to compute an accurate shadow map
for an arbitrary plane. In addition to a regular shadow map, separate maps
are allocated for a few of the most important planes. A pixel shader then
selects the most appropriate shadow map for each pixel. Concurrently with
publication [P5], Johnson et al. [53] provide the correct sampling points for
shadow maps, and thus solve the resolution issues.

False self-shadowing with shadow maps
False self-shadowing occurs when an illuminated surface appears to reside
behind its own shadow map footprint. The problem is caused primarily
by the limited precision of a discrete shadow map. Williams [91] proposes
adding a constant bias value to the transformed depth value in order to
weaken the coincidence test. Unfortunately, a constant bias factor cannot
handle all situations satisfactorily. The artifacts can be reduced by replacing
the depth of the closest surface either with the depth of the second closest
surface [89] or with the average depth of the two closest surfaces [96, 41].
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Grant [41] suggests storing the plane equations in addition to the depth
values. Hourcade and Nicolas [50] assign each object or primitive a unique
ID, and augment the depth values with the corresponding IDs. Incorrect
self-shadowing is reduced by comparing the IDs instead of depth values.
These techniques help in many cases, but fail when more than one object
or primitive should be represented inside a single shadow map pixel.

Publication [P5] and Johnson et al. [53] significantly reduce self-
shadowing artifacts by using irregular shadow maps.

Generalizations of shadow maps
Deep shadow maps by Lokovic and Veach [61] generalize shadow maps
to semi-transparent surfaces and volumetric effects while also reducing the
aliasing artifacts in off-line rendering. Dachsbacher and Stamminger [29]
augment shadow maps with irradiance values and normal vectors in order
to approximate subsurface scattering.

Reeves et al. [76] and Brabec and Seidel [14] create approximate soft
shadows by blurring the shadow boundaries. Several authors have proposed
shadow map-based methods for approximating the penumbra regions more
accurately [18, 98, 7, 52].

2.4 Hybrid Shadow Algorithms

McCool [64] reconstructs a shadow volume from a shadow map by using an
edge detection algorithm. The resulting shadow volume does not contain
any overlapping volumes, and thus a lot of redundant rasterization work can
be avoided. Due to the discrete resolution of shadow maps and the use of
a heuristic edge detection, robustness issues arise. Govindaraju et al. [39]
use a combination of shadow maps and object-space shadows on a cluster
of PCs to generate hard shadows in complex environments.

Chan and Durand [19] find the boundary pixels of shadow regions by
using a low resolution shadow map. The boundary pixels are then processed
accurately using shadow volumes, while the rest of the pixels are handled
with the shadow map. Classification errors are possible due to the limited
precision of the shadow map. This work was carried out concurrently with
publication [P2], and both are based on the same observation that only the
shadow boundaries need accurate processing. However, the algorithms are
quite different, and in particular, our method does not introduce artifacts.

2.5 Shadow Rays

In ray tracing [90], shadows from infinitesimal light sources are computed
by tracing a shadow ray from the point of interest to the light source. If the
shadow ray is blocked, the point is in shadow. Haines and Greenberg [45]
speed up the intersection tests by exploiting coherence among shadow rays.

Parker et al. [74] render approximate soft shadows by using “soft-edged”
objects and a single shadow ray per pixel. Stochastic ray tracing algo-
rithms [26] compute soft shadows by sampling an area light source using a
large number of shadow rays.
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3 VISIBILITY ALGORITHMS

Publication [P3] describes a general purpose visibility software library for
dynamic scenes. New techniques are proposed for reducing the cost of
occlusion queries, and for performing efficient occlusion culling using
silhouettes of meshes.

3.1 Visible Point Tracking and Conditional Occlusion Queries

An object is visible if there is at least one non-blocked line-of-sight between
the camera and the object. Publication [P3] exploits this observation by
caching the object-space coordinates of an arbitrary visible point between
frames, and by testing the visibility of that point before proceeding with
more involved occlusion queries. Figure 3.1 illustrates the idea of visible
point tracking.

The framework receives the 3D coordinates of some, randomly selected
visible point as feedback from the occlusion culling system. Adding hard-
ware support for this feedback should be worthwhile because in our tests
80–100% of the visible objects were found using visible point tracking, i.e.,
with single-pixel occlusion queries. This greatly reduced the pixel process-
ing requirements of the queries.

Publication [P3] also proposes conditional occlusion queries. Multi-
ple dependent occlusion queries are issued simultaneously, and the latter
queries are executed only if the previous ones pass. This approach re-
duces the amount of synchronization between the spatial database and the
occlusion culling system, thus improving performance.

Figure 3.1: In visible point tracking, an object-space point (black dot) is
cached for each object. After the camera is moved, the visibility of objects
B and D can be proven with a single-pixel occlusion query to their cached
points, whereas objects A and C need further tests.

3.2 Occlusion Culling Using Silhouettes of Meshes

Publication [P3] introduces a fast software-only system that makes occlusion
culling usable in computer games on the heterogeneous PC platform.
According to the game developers using the described system, an important
reason for employing occlusion culling is to make games playable on older
and slower machines, thus widening the potential audience. Hardware-
assisted occlusion queries have become available only recently.
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1.

2.

Figure 3.2: This figure illustrates two ways of determining the pixels that
are covered by a mesh. The first rasterizes the mesh using triangles. The
second reconstructs the depth complexity function from the silhouette edges
of the mesh, and finally converts the depth complexity function to the
coverage mask.

Most occlusion culling methods rasterize the occluding primitives into a
Z-buffer. Publication [P3] exploits the observation of Zhang et al. [100], and
replaces the Z-buffer with a per-pixel coverage mask and a low-resolution
depth estimation buffer. This allows us to develop a specialized coverage
rasterizer, and quickly estimate the depth values of occluders from their
bounding boxes.

Figure 3.2 illustrates a new method for generating the coverage mask. A
polygonal silhouette is first extracted in object space. The silhouette edges
always form closed loops, and mark all potential changes in visibility, i.e.,
visibility events. Visibility events are the first (generalized) derivative of
the depth complexity function, which indicates how many times a pixel is
covered, and thus the function can be reconstructed by integrating the vis-
ibility events. In practice, the reconstruction is implemented by rasterizing
the projected edges using the value +1 for the left edges and −1 for the
right edges. The per-pixel depth complexity values are then accumulated
from left to right for up to 64 pixels in parallel. The resulting peak fillrate
is comparable to the latest GPUs.

The method of reconstructing the coverage mask using silhouettes is
appealing because the average number of silhouette edges in a mesh of n
triangles is typically much lower than n; estimates vary between n0.5 [55]
and n0.8 [65]. Publication [P3] reduces the cost of silhouette extraction
by employing a two-pass method. The first pass caches an intermediate
presentation from the current camera position. Then, the silhouette can
be efficiently extracted from any point inside the bounding radius of the
intermediate presentation. This method allows caching the intermediate
representation between frames, thus amortizing the cost of silhouette ex-
traction over several frames.
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4 SHADOW ALGORITHMS

This chapter outlines the new contributions to the performance and quality
of shadow algorithms. Publication [P5] provides the correct sampling points
for shadow maps, and greatly diminishes aliasing artifacts. Another new
technique [P4] reduces the number of redundant shadow map lookups. The
performance of shadow volumes is improved by using a new hierarchical
rendering technique [P2].

4.1 Alias-Free Shadow Maps

Publication [P5] presents a novel solution to the aliasing problems of shadow
maps. After the visible surfaces have been determined from the point of
view of the camera, the visible samples P (x, y, z) are transformed to the
image plane of the light source, producing sampling points (x′, y′) and the
corresponding light-space depth values z′. Figure 4.1 visualizes the samples
in screen space and on the image plane of the light source. The (x′, y′) are
the optimal sampling points for the shadow map, and exactly correspond
to the intersections of shadow rays and the image plane of the light source.
Thus the method can also be seen as an optimization technique for shadow
rays. Finally, the irregularly spaced points (x′, y′) are used as sampling
points when the scene is rasterized from the light source.

The large empty areas in Figure 4.1b are not visible from the camera,
and thus need no shadow information. The irregular shadow maps never
suffer from jagged shadow boundaries or other resolution-related aliasing
artifacts. Self-shadowing artifacts are also greatly reduced as the only re-
maining source of inaccuracy is the transformation between the coordinate
systems. Unlike earlier methods [91], our bias value does not depend on
the scene or the viewing parameters.

a) b) c)

Figure 4.1: a) A simple scene rendered with shadows. The pixel centers
are marked using black dots. b) The visible samples at pixel centers of
(a) transformed to the image plane of the light source. The irregularly
spaced dots are used as sampling points when the scene is rasterized to
the shadow map. c) The corresponding traditional shadow map is shown
for comparison purposes only. In a traditional shadow map algorithm,
the regularly sampled map (c) would be tested exactly at the sampling
points shown in (b). Clearly, the regular structure of (c) is not suitable for
accurately answering the queries.
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Figure 4.2: a) A view frustum, a light frustum, and several objects. b) The
regions that are visible from the viewpoint are marked with bold lines. A
brute force algorithm would perform shadow map lookups for these regions.
c) The visible regions that are inside the light frustum, and would thus get
projected inside the corresponding shadow map. Our method processes
exactly these regions.

4.2 Limiting the Number of Shadow Map Lookups

Publication [P4] describes a simple method for limiting the number of
shadow map lookups to the pixels that get projected inside the shadow map.
This is accomplished by using the frustum of the light source as a shadow
volume [28]. In contrast to the original shadow volumes, this volume
contains the parts of the scene that can be lit by the light source. The light
volume is rasterized into the stencil buffer similarly to the stencil buffer-
based shadow volumes [48]. Then, a pixel shader program that performs
the shadow map lookups and per-pixel lighting computations is executed
only for the pixels that are inside the light frustum. Figure 4.2 illustrates
the reduction in pixel processing requirements. The technique is useful
for local light sources, i.e., when the light frustum covers only a part of the
view frustum. Compared to an optimized implementation, 2.3–5.7 times
fewer pixels were processed in our test scenes, and the overall performance
improved by a factor of up to 2.2.

Omni-directional light sources and cube maps
In Publication [P4] we used six shadow maps to model an omni-directional
light source, and performed the lookups separately for each shadow map.
Alternatively, the shadow maps could be represented as a cube map. This
would reduce the number of redundant shadow map lookups in the compar-
ison method and improve its performance. However, this would affect the
results in only one of the tested scenes. Our new method could be adapted
to support cube maps by replacing the light frustum with a bounding volume
that encloses the regions affected by the light source.

4.3 Hierarchical Rendering of Shadow Volumes

Publication [P2] introduces a hierarchical rasterization technique for
shadow volumes. The method reduces the number of processed pixels
by exploiting coherence in shadowed and lit regions, as demonstrated in
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Figure 4.3: a) Shadows in a simple scene that has one shadow casting
triangle. b) The result of executing the shadow volume algorithm for a
single sampling point per 8 × 8 pixel tile, and then using the result for all
pixels inside the tile. Despite the blocky appearance of shadows, large areas
are correctly classified. c) The tiles that may contain a shadow boundary are
marked with light green. d) The result of executing the per-pixel shadow
volume algorithm for potential boundary tiles (dark gray), and copying the
low-resolution shadows (b) to the rest of the tiles.

Figure 4.3. In order to implement the technique efficiently, hardware mod-
ifications are required. The step that warrants detailed explanation is the
classification to potential boundary tiles.

Shadow volumes are closed by definition, and the triangles defining a
shadow volume indicate all potential transitions between lit and shadowed
regions. Now, consider an arbitrary bounding volume inside a scene. If the
bounding volume is not intersected by any of the shadow volume triangles,
there cannot be shadow boundaries inside the bounding volume, and the
entire bounding volume is either fully lit or fully in shadow. Thus the
entire bounding volume can be classified by executing the shadow volume
algorithm for a single, arbitrarily chosen point inside the bounding vol-
ume. Publication [P2] constructs for each N ×M pixel tile an axis-aligned
bounding box in 3D screen space. The box is defined by the area of N ×M
pixels along with the minimum and maximum depth values inside the tile.
This is a practical choice because the Zmin and Zmax values are already
maintained by the latest GPUs.

A tile may contain a shadow boundary if at least one shadow volume
triangle intersects with the bounding box of the tile. This classification is
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complete after the entire shadow volume has been processed, and thus
the application needs to mark the beginning and end of each shadow
volume. The low-resolution shadows are computed simultaneously with
the tile classification. Once the classification is finished, the second stage
of the algorithm performs per-pixel shadow volume computations for the
boundary tiles, and copies the low-resolution shadows to the rest of the
tiles. In order to reduce the amount of data written to the stencil buffer, a
two-level stencil buffer is proposed. An alternative implementation could
employ some kind of tile-based compression of the stencil buffer.

In our test scenes, 2.8–11.5 times fewer pixels were processed compared
to a state-of-the-art hardware method [72]. The related accesses to external
memory were reduced by a factor of 2.4–17.1. As a result, the fillrate
problem of shadow volumes was significantly reduced.
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5 GRAPHICS HARDWARE: DELAY STREAMS

The delay stream architecture [P1] extends traditional stream processing
methods, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The execution units A and B are
connected using two data paths: one immediate and one delayed. The
immediate analysis is executed before a data element is pushed to the
delay unit, which is typically implemented as a ring buffer in external
memory. By the time the element arrives to unit B, the analysis has been
performed for a large number of subsequent elements. Therefore unit B
can use information about data elements that were submitted after the
element it currently processes. This ability to break causal relationships is
the fundamental property of delay streams.

5.1 Delayed Occlusion Culling

The delay stream architecture can be used for occlusion culling, as dis-
cussed in publication [P1]. The units in Figure 5.1 are placed so that
the early occlusion test in Figure 1.5 is embedded into unit A. Unit A
builds conservative low-resolution Zmin and Zmax buffers without consult-
ing external memory. Unit B performs another occlusion test by using the
low-resolution buffers that have been augmented by a substantial number
of triangles that were submitted after the current triangle.

In commonly used benchmark scenes, the resulting depth complexity
was reduced to within 30% of the theoretical optimum by using a 2MB
ring buffer. This confirms that the ordering of the input triangles affects
the efficiency of delayed occlusion culling only weakly. Compared to the
commonly used early occlusion test [69], 1.8–4.0 times fewer pixels were
rendered using delayed occlusion culling. The communication to external
video memory was reduced almost proportionally. In many applications
the overall performance is limited by pixel processing resources, and thus
delayed occlusion culling is expected to improve the frame rate significantly.

A BDelay

Analysis (immediate)

input output

Figure 5.1: The delay stream architecture contains two paths from exe-
cution unit A to unit B, one goes through a delay and the other one is
immediate. Once a data element emerges from the delay, the analysis path
has already gathered a substantial amount of data about elements that were
submitted after the current element.
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Utilization of vertex and pixel shaders
Publication [P1] also mentions that a delay stream between vertex and
pixel shaders should improve their utilization. Unfortunately, we were not
able to measure this effect because it would have required full chip-level
simulations, and not all components were available. Recently Sheaffer et
al. [83] introduced a simulation framework for graphics architectures, and
as a test case they provided statistics about vertex and pixel shader utilization
of a hypothetical GPU in the game Return to Castle Wolfenstein: Enemy
Territory. Their results show that with modest buffering the vertex shaders
are idle when pixel shaders are busy and vice versa. The drastically increased
buffering capacity provided by a delay stream should improve the utilization
considerably.

An alternative solution would be to use the same physical units for vertex
and pixel shading, and perform load balancing dynamically. This would
provide high shader utilization with a smaller amount of buffering. Such
an approach is a viable alternative, as the instruction sets of the shaders are
likely to become identical.

5.2 Other Applications of Delay Streams

Publication [P1] explains two other uses of delay streams: order-
independent transparency and discontinuity edge detection for adaptive
antialiasing. The latter is outside the scope of this thesis, and is thus not
reviewed here. A hardware implementation [93] of depth peeling [62, 34]
is an efficient method for computing order-independent transparency. Its
primary problems are the required amount of external memory and the
related data transfers. The memory consumption was reduced by a factor
of 7.0–16.3 when a delay stream was used.

The hierarchical shadow volume algorithm (Section 4.3) can be imple-
mented in a single rendering pass by employing a delay stream [P2]. This
variant has two advantages over the two-pass implementation: only a single
geometry pass is required and pixel shaders can be kept busy by pipelining
the processing of multiple shadow volumes.
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6 MAIN RESULTS OF THE THESIS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE AUTHOR

None of the publications [P1–P5] have previously formed a part of another
thesis. The main results of this thesis and the author’s contributions can be
summarized as follows.

Publication [P1]
Delay streams are introduced as a general hardware solution to order-
dependent problems. The idea is applied to occlusion culling, order-
independent transparency, and discontinuity edge detection. Significant
performance improvements are shown in all three application areas.

The author and Mr. Petri Nordlund formulated the initial concept of
delay streams for the purposes of occlusion culling. The author carried out
the design, testing, and documentation of the delayed occlusion culling
(Section 3) and order-independent transparency (Section 4). Mr. Ville
Miettinen offered insightful feedback on the two sections, and designed
and documented the algorithm for detecting discontinuity edges (Section 5).
The rest of the paper was written by the author and Mr. Miettinen in equal
proportions.

Publication [P2]
A hierarchical rendering technique is presented as a solution to the well-
known fillrate problem of shadow volumes. The algorithm executes in two
stages. First, low-resolution shadows are computed and the corresponding
8 × 8 pixel tiles are classified to be either fully lit, fully in shadow, or
intersected by a shadow boundary. In the second pass, per-pixel rasterization
is performed only to the boundary tiles. As a result, the number of processed
pixels was reduced by up to over 90%. Two implementations are outlined
along with new optimizations, such as a hierarchical stencil buffer. The
most efficient variant uses a delay stream [P1], which allows single-pass
execution.

The author and Dr. Tomas Akenine-Möller designed and implemented
the algorithm in tight collaboration, and thus the new scientific contribution
is divided equally. The author wrote 60% of the text.

Publication [P3]
Both existing and new algorithms are combined into a framework that per-
forms efficient occlusion culling in dynamic environments without prepro-
cessing. Novel algorithms are presented for performing occlusion culling
using silhouettes of meshes, silhouette extraction, adaptive occluder selec-
tion, and for reducing the cost of occlusion queries.

The author and Mr. Ville Miettinen designed and implemented the
whole system together, and it is therefore difficult to single out individual
contributions. However, Mr. Miettinen had primary responsibility of the dy-
namic spatial database, and the author was primarily responsible for the vis-
ibility solver and silhouette rasterization. The author wrote half of the text.
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Publication [P4]
This article introduces a method for reducing the number of shadow map
lookups by utilizing techniques related to shadow volumes. As a result,
almost an optimal amount of per-pixel shadow computations is performed,
and the resulting frame rate increased up to 2.2 times in the used test scenes.

Mr. Jukka Arvo made the observation that shadow map lookups can be
implemented as a part of deferred shading on currently available graphics
hardware. The author utilized this observation for bounding the parts of
the scene that can be affected by a shadow map by using a light frustum and
the stencil buffer, and also wrote 90% of the text. Mr. Arvo implemented
the described algorithm.

Publication [P5]
This article abandons the regular structure of shadow maps. The visible
samples are first transformed from screen space to the image plane of a light
source. The transformed points are then used as sampling points when the
geometry is rasterized into the shadow map. This provides optimal sampling
points for shadow maps, and matches the result of tracing a shadow ray
from each visible sample to the light source. As a result, all resolution
issues of shadow maps are eliminated. Incorrect self-shadowing is also
greatly reduced, and semi-transparent shadow casters and receivers can be
supported.

The author invented the original idea and wrote the paper. The hierar-
chical rasterization algorithm was designed by Mr. Samuli Laine, who was
also responsible for the programming work.
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